Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new type of information-theoretic method to improve prediction performance in supervised learning with two main technical features. First, the complicated procedures to increase information content is replaced by the direct use of hidden neuron outputs. We realize higher information by directly changing the outputs from hidden neurons. In addition, we have had difficulty in increasing information content and at the same time decreasing errors between targets and outputs. To cope with this problem, we separate information acquisition and use phase learning. In the information acquisition phase, the auto-encoder tries to acquire information content on input patterns as much as possible. In the information use phase, information obtained in the phase of information acquisition is used to train supervised learning. The method is a simplified version of actual information maximization and directly deals with the outputs from neurons. We applied the method to the protein classification problem. Experimental results showed that our simplified information acquisition method was effective in increasing the real information content. In addition, by using the information content, prediction performance was greatly improved.
Introduction
Neural network try to store information content on input patterns as much as possible. Thus, it is necessary to examine how and to what extent information should be stored within neural networks. Linsker stated explicitly this information acquisition in neural networks as the well-known information maximization principle [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . This means that neural networks try to maximize information content in every information processing stage. Following Linsker's information principle, we developed information theoretic methods to control the quantity of information on input patterns [5] , [6] , [7] . We have so far succeeded in increasing information content, keeping training errors between targets and outputs relatively small. However, we have had several problems of those information-theoretic methods to be solved in the course of experiments.
Among them, the most serious ones are the inability to increase information, computational complexity and compromise between information maximization and error minimization, First, we have observed some cases where the information-theoretic methods do not necessarily succeed in increasing information content. For example, when the number of neurons increases, the adjustment among neurons becomes difficult, which prevents neural networks from increasing information content. Then, we have a problem of computational complexity. As experted, information or entropy functions gives complex learning formula. This also suggests that the information-theoretic methods can be effective only for the relatively small sized neural networks. Third, we have a problem of compromise between information maximization and error minimization. From the information-theoretic points of view, information on input patterns should be increased. However, neural networks should minimize errors between targets and outputs. We have observed that information maximization and error minimization are sometimes contradictory to each other. This mean that it is difficult to comprise between information maximization and error minimization in one framework.
We here propose a new information-theoretic methods to facilitate information acquisition in neural networks. Instead of directly dealing with the entropy function, we realize a process of information maximization by using the outputs from neurons without normalizing the outputs for the probability approximation. This direct use of outputs can facilitate a process of information maximization and eliminate the computational complexity.
In addition, we separate information acquisition and use phase. We first try to acquire information content in input patterns. Then, we use obtained information content to train supervised neural networks. This eliminates contradiction between information maximization and error minimization. The effectiveness of separation has been proved to be useful in the field of deep learning [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] . Different from those methods, our method tries to create actively necessary information for supervised learning.
Theory and Computational Methods

Simplified Information Maximization
We developed the information-theoretic methods to increase information content in hidden neurons on input patterns. We have so far succeeded in increasing the information content to a large quantity [5] , [6] , [7] . However, the method was limited to networks with a relatively smaller number of hidden neurons because of the computational complexity of the information method. In addition, we found that the obtained information content did not necessarily contribute to improved prediction performance.
The computational complexity of the information-theoretic methods can be attenuated by dealing directly with the outputs from the neurons. We try to approximate higher information by producing the hidden patterns achieved by the real information maximization.
Information in Hidden Neurons. We here explain how to compute the information and approximate it for simplification. Let x s k and w jk denote the kth element of the sth input pattern and connection weights from the kth input neuron to the jth hidden neuron in Figure 1 , then the net input is computed by
where L is the number of input neurons. The output is computed by
where we here use the sigmoid activation function. The averaged output is defined by
where S is the number of input patterns. The firing probability of the jth hidden neuron is obtained by
The entropy is defined by
where M is the number of hidden neurons. The information is defined as decrease of entropy from its maximum value
Simplified Information Maximization. We can directly differentiate the information or entropy function in the equation (5) . However, in actual situations, we have had difficulty in increasing the information or to decrease the entropy. In particular, when the number of hidden neurons was large, we had difficulty in increasing the information content. Thus, we try to realize this information increase by using the actual outputs from hidden neurons. When the information becomes larger or the entropy becomes smaller, a small number of hidden neurons tend to fire, while all the others become inactive. To realize this situation, we consider the winners in hidden neurons. Let c j denote the index of the jth winner, then the rank order of the winners are
We here suppose that the winning neurons keep the following relations
Thus, when the outputs from neurons become larger, the degree of winning becomes higher. For higher information, a small number of hidden neurons only fires, while all the others cease to fire. Thus, we suppose that the winning neurons should have the following outputs
where β is a parameter to control the degree of winning and ranges between zero and one. To decrease the entropy, we must decrease the following KL-divergence
When the KL divergence becomes smaller, a smaller number of winning neurons tend to fire, while all the other neurons become inactive.
Separation of Information Acquisition and Use Phase
We have found that the information maximization is contradictory to the error minimization. In maximizing the information, the errors between targets and outputs cannot be decreased. Recently, the use of unsupervised learning turned out to be effective in training multi-layered networks [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] . Thus, we separate the information acquisition procedure from the information use. Figure 1 shows this situation of separation. In the information acquisition phase in Figure 1(a) , the auto-encoder is used and the information content in hidden neurons is increased as much as possible. Then, using connection weights obtained by the information acquisition phase, learning is performed in supervised ways in Figure 1 (b).
Information Acquisition Phase. We here explain computational procedures for the information acquisition phase. The output from the output neuron in the auto-encoder in Figure 1 (a) is computed by
where W kj denote connection weights to output neurons. Thus, the error is computed by
To increase information, we should decrease the entropy. In the information acquisition phase, we use the auto-encoder. Thus, we must decrease
where γ is a parameter to control the effect of the entropy term. Simplified Information Acquisition Phase. The equation to be minimized is
where γ is a parameter to control the effect of the KL-divergence. By differentiating the equation, we have
where 
In the output layer, we use the sofmax output computed by
where W ji are connection weights from the hidden neurons to the output ones. The error is computed by
where y is the target and N is the number of output neurons. We can differentiate this error function with respect to connection weights in the competitive and output layer. We here show the update formula for the first competitive layer
where
where δ is the error signal sent from the output layers and η is a learning parameter.
Results and Discussion
Experimental Results
Experimental Outline. In the experiment, we try to show that our simplified method can be used to increase the information content by firing a smaller number of hidden neurons. In addition, prediction performance can greatly be improved by controlling the information content.
To demonstrate the performance of our method, we used the protein classification problem [12] . The number of patterns was 1484, and the numbers of training and validation patterns were 500. The remaining patterns were for testing. The numbers of input and output neurons were eight in the information acquisition phase in Figure 2 (a) . In the information use phase in Figure 2(b) , the number of output neurons became ten, representing ten classes. First, the auto-encoder was used to store information on input patterns as shown in Figure 2(a) . Then, weights to hidden neurons were used as initial weights for the supervised learning in Figure 2(b) .
Information Acquisition. First, we examined whether our simplified methods were effective in increasing information content
(22) Figure 3 shows information as a function of the parameter β. Information should increase when the parameter β increases. A smaller number neurons tend to fire, when the information increases as can be expected by the equation
On the other hand, when the parameter β decreases, the firing rates of all hidden neurons become smaller. As can be seen in the figure, when the parameter β increased, the information increased constantly except when the parameter β was changed from 0.0 to 0.1. This means that the simplified method was effective in increasing information content. Figure 4 shows the firing probabilities p(j) of fifty hidden neurons. When the parameter β was 0.01 in Figure 4 (a), all neurons fires with low firing probabilities. When the parameter β increased to 0.19 in Figure 4 (b), the first hidden neuron tended to fire the most strongly. Then, when the parameter increased to 0.99 in Figure 4 (c), the first hidden neuron became dominant in terms of the firing probability. The results showed that when the parameter β increased, one hidden neuron only strongly fired.
Classification Errors. Then, we examined how the obtained information affected the classification rates for testing data. Figure 5 shows the classification errors as a function of the parameter β. Without information provided by the auto-encoder, the error rate was 0.395. This means that all error rates by our method were lower than this error rate obtained without the information content. In particular, when the parameter β was 0.37, we have the lowest error of 0.353. The experimental results showed that by controlling the information content, improved prediction performance could be obtained. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a new type of information-theoretic method to improve prediction performance. In the method, the complex procedures of information maximization are replaced by the approximation method. The method directly deals with outputs from hidden neurons. In addition, the information acquisition and use phase are separated. In the information acquisition phase, information content in hidden neurons is increased by producing a small number of active hidden outputs. On the other hand, in the information use phase, the information obtained in the information acquisition phase, is used to train supervised learning. We applied the method to the protein classification problem. Experimental results showed that the information increased by our method and the improved prediction performance was obtained. Though the information-theoretic methods have given tools to examine how neural networks acquires information content on input patterns, their learning rules were complicated for the actual applications. Our proposed method is simple enough to be applied to many problems, in particular, to large sized data.
